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The present obvious changes of the local Chinese cultures and natural 
environment have greatly contributed to the diverse styles of the traditional 
Chinese landcape painting. Humanistic landscape color and wash painting is a 
new subject, which includes the following humanistic landscapes on the list of its 
painting objects such as gardens, ancient cities, ancient houses and urban 
landscapes, etc. It not only embodies the spiritual charm of traditional painting, 
but also fits in with such intellectual expressions of contemporary painters as 
aesthetic temperament, aesthetic pursuit, etc. Combined with my creative 
experience, this thesis approaches the humanistic landscape color and wash 
painting from the four different angles: 1. The importance of observing objects 
and refining, and how to enrich the expressive situation of paintings; 2. carry 
forward and innovate the traditional compostion of pictures, and how to 
assimilate the modelling rules of traditional paintings and explore modelling 
forms from different angles; 3. the relationship between ink and wash and color, 
and their application and recombination in humanistic landscape color and wash 
painting; 4. the inheritance of traditional craftsmanship and material, and the 
innovative application in humanistic landscape color and wash painting. 
 








































1、Object scene and picturesque scene……………………………………1 
2、Composition of picture and modeling………………………………5 
3、Wash painting and color………………………………………………11 
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图 6  方广智  《品夏》 局部 
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